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munity medicine, general practice, health organization at
local levels, and staffing problems. They deserve to be widely
read, and the initiative of the Nuffield Provincial Hospitals
Trust in commissioning them is welcome.
The new shape of the N.H.S. is far from settled and

the health professions must make sure that in the reshaped
N.H.S. their concerted views, based on thorough research,
are continuously available to local and central health authori-
ties. The Department of Health rightly attaches importance
to preserving clinical freedom, but it hopes that doctors
will exercise this freedom "in the knowledge of the available
resources and of national and local priorities and objec-
tives."6 If the profession can do this its claim to a bigger
share of national resources for the N.H.S. will carry more
weight.
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Herpetic Whitlow:
A Medical Risk
Septic fingers are a common cause of attendance at doctors'
surgeries. They are nearly always due to Staphylococcus
aureus, but some-especially those acquired by nurses and
doctors-may be caused by herpes simplex virus.1-7
The main sites of this form of herpes, which is known as

herpetic whitlow, are the distal segments of the fingers, of
which the thumbs and forefinger's are most often involved.
At first glance the lesions can easily be mistaken for
staphylococcal infections, but there are a few clues which
indicate their viral origin. The earliest sign of infection is
an area of tenderness and erythema in which small vesicles
soon appear. These enlarge and may coalesce to form a large
vesicle, which is typically surrounded by a bright border of
erythema. Sometimes secondary vesicles appear in the sur-
rounding skin. The vesicle fluid is serous rather than puru-
lent and creamy as in bacterial infection. The lesions are
usually extremely painful, and the patient complains of
throbbing-which is often severe-in the affected finger.
Fever, lymphadenitis, and lymphangitis are seen in a few
patients, but the majority do not have any constitutional
disturbance. After about ten days the pain subsides and the
vesicles start to dry up with crust formation and some
desquamation of the superficial layers of the skin. Healing
is usually complete, and the course of the infection lasts
from two and a half to three weeks. Though most herpetic
whitlows are primary infections, in a few patients the in-
fection becomes recurrent at the site of the original
lesion.' 2 8
Most of the cases reported have been in doctors or nurses,

and the main source of infection seems to be the oropharyn-
geal secretions of patients-especially if they have a trache-
ostomy. The route of infection appears to be by contamina-
tion of minor cuts and breaks in the skin by virus-containing

secretions. In their classic description of the disease H. Stern
and colleagues2 found that herpes simplex virus was present
in the bronchial secretions of 6 5% of patients with trache-
ostomies compared to an incidence of only 1 2% in the
saliva of unselected patients on admission. Nurses in neuro-
surgical units are particularly liable to develop herpetic
whitlow, and the infection sometimes takes the form of small
outbreaks there. Among doctors infection is most common
in surgeons and anaesthetists.

Herpes simplex virus does not infect by direct inoculation
people who have herpes antibody. Since the incidence of
herpes antibody in young adults is about 70% and rises
steadily with increasing age, it follows that most people are
immune to this form of infection. The incidence of herpes
antibody among students and nurses is lower than in the
general population, because they are younger. For ex-
ample, more than half of the students and nurses examined
in Edinburgh and Oxford by I. W. Smith, J. F. Peutherer,
and F. 0. MacCallum were found to be non-immune to
herpes simplex.9 This fact, together with the increased risk
of exposure to infection in certain kinds of medical unit,
explains why these infections are mainly seen in doctors and
nurses.

Herpetic whitlow should be treated conservatively with a
dry dressing applied to the lesions and administration of
analgesics for the pain. Surgical intervention is to be avoided
unless there is considerable tension, when a simole incision
may help to reduce pain. Idoxuridine apolied locally in the
form of a 5% solution in dimethyl sulrhoxide reduces the
duration of the lesions in herpetic infection of the face,'0
and it may have a similar beneficial effect on hernetic whit.
low. In a few patients the lesions become superinfected with
Staphylococcus aureus, and in these circumstances anti-
biotics may be prescribed, though they naturally have no
effect on the course of the viral infection.
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Pregnancy Testing
One of the inevitable outcomes of greater sexual freedom
in our society has been a sharp increase in the demand for
pregnancy testing. As recent correspondence in the B.M.7.
has shown, this has placed an additional strain on general
practitioners and hospital laboratories alike. The delays
sometimes encountered in getting a test result have led to
the growth of private laboratories offering this service, which
have been allowed to advertise it since the change in attitude
by the Advertising Standards Authority in 1966. Despite
this, however, the profession's attitude has always been
clear. Firstly, whether these laboratories provide direct access
to the public or serve the doctor they should be directed
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